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A Modeling Approach to Predict
Fretting Fatigue on Highly Loaded
Blade Roots
A lifing technique for predicting fretting fatigue on highly loaded blade-disk attachments
has been developed and calibrated. The approach combines extensive testing on nickel
and titanium based alloys using a specially devised multiaxial fretting test machine and
an analytical lifing procedure, based on finite element contact calculations and multiaxial
shakedown fatigue models. In order to reproduce realistic operational conditions and
standardize testing conditions, a special fretting fatigue testing machine with high tem-
perature testing capabilities was developed. The machine was employed to perform sys-
tematic testing under prescribed load and displacement conditions at representative tem-
peratures. Making use of FEA, the rig test results were calculated to identify relevant
parameters such as friction coefficient, slip conditions, and machine compliance. The
computation procedure involves the calculation of several major loading cycles until a
stabilized response of the structure is achieved. The material response is assumed to be
elastoplastic, and a nonlinear friction law (space and time) was applied. From the com-
puted mechanical variables, several life prediction models are benchmarked to establish
their capabilities to predict fretting fatigue life. Finally, a most promising life estimation
procedure was applied to predict life in a real compressor blade-disk attachment. Pre-
dicted failure location and number of cycles to failure are compared against engine test
results. The experimental-analytical approach has the potential to predict fretting fatigue
risk during the design phase on highly loaded joints, as well as estimating the preventive
overhaul intervals for parts already in service. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3205026�
Introduction
Aeroengines incorporate a large number of mechanical joints,

or which fretting fatigue and wear are important life controlling
actors. All mechanical components will suffer from degradation,
nd eventually, fatigue or wear out along their operational
ifespan. Therefore, fretting fatigue and wear control need to be
onsidered as a design criterion, even if they may be subsequently
ismissed or controlled by design experience and/or overhaul.
hereas wear is associated with long term operation, fretting fa-

igue is associated with short term failures �reduced numbers of
ycles compared with plain fatigue�. Despite comparable eco-
omical impact, safety requirements on aeronautic components
ake the prediction and avoidance of fretting fatigue a critical

eliability issue, and so it is the focus of current efforts.
Gas turbines and aeroengines, in particular, are known to suffer

rom fretting fatigue on components that undergo repeated small
elative displacements under high compressive forces, for ex-
mple, blade-disk attachments, splined shafts, and to a lesser de-
ree of bolted flanges.

A classical case are dovetail or fir tree shaped blade-disk con-
ections �see Fig. 1�. They have to endure high centrifugal forces
eading to elevated contact and bulk stresses, which, combined
ith relative small displacements that occur as the engine under-
oes its operational cycle, make fretting fatigue an important, if
ot the main design criterion. The possibility of blade root failure
ith its operational consequences infers that any life improvement
r at least reliable life prediction has an important bearing on the
ntegrity and overall cost of the engine.

Along the years, aeroengine manufacturers and users have col-
ected experiences on how to control fretting fatigue and wear. As
n conventional fatigue, simple design rules are helpful to avoid
retting fatigue in most situations �1�, but do not provide a quan-
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tifiable life estimation, and therefore, do not support design opti-
mization efforts to optimize weight and durability.

Many palliative methods have been devised showing a wide
variety of effectiveness. They help to overcome critical situations
but do not provide a reliable method to predict and control fretting
fatigue and wear. Despite of research efforts in the last 50 years
�2�, where the main controlling mechanisms of fretting fatigue and
wear have been identified, a consistent, reliable, and industrially
applicable life model continues to be a challenge.

The purpose of the present paper is to present a life estimation
method for fretting fatigue, based on �i� a mechanical analysis of
the complete problem, and �ii� a fatigue criterion based on classi-
cal mechanical variables. It will be shown that the method is
capable of predicting and quantifying both the failure location and
cycle number to crack initiation for fretting fatigue rig test results,
as well as for an aeroengine application. Several aspects will be
discussed: the importance of the friction law on mechanical vari-
able determination, comparison of different fatigue criteria, and
consideration of stress gradient effects.

1.1 Fundamental Aspects of Fretting Fatigue. Fretting fa-
tigue occurs when two bodies pressed together undergo a small
localized relative displacement, typically of the order of
10–30 �m. It differs from normal wear such that the displace-
ments are much smaller, and that any wear debris remains trapped
between the two surfaces in contact. Under the contact conditions
previously described, a mixed stick-slip regime is established be-
tween the bodies. It is well known that fretting fatigue cracks will
develop in the transition zone between stick and slip regions �3�.

Crack initiation under fretting fatigue condition depends mainly
on the contact stresses, and occurs in the vicinity of the highly
localized stress concentrations caused by the frictional forces be-
tween the surfaces in contact. Crack propagation, on the other
hand, responds to the bulk stress field away from the surface.

Fretting fatigue damage is also observed to be a function of slip

amplitude and bulk stress. Whenever the slip amplitude is big
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nough, the mechanism of fretting gives way to conventional
ear. The net effect is that fretting fatigue strength decreases with

n increasing slip �starting from zero� until a point is reached
here abrasive wear governs the process and the strength in-

reases again.
It is generally recognized that the fretting fatigue process can be

ivided into three distinct phases: �i� crack initiation, �ii� short
rack propagation, and �iii� long crack propagation.

Due to safety issues, most aeronautic components should be
esigned in such a way that they can fulfill their life targets before
crack is initiated, i.e., estimating the number of cycles until an

ngineering crack size is reached. Therefore, the present work is
ailored to predict crack initiation life. Real sizes of engineering
racks are material and structure dependent, and will not be dis-
ussed here due to confidentiality issues.

There is an inevitable dependence on local conditions at the
ontact interface, and it may be necessary to consider variables
uch as material microstructure and asperities. Studies on these
ffects were already done by Hofman et al. �4�. However, in the
resent study, such variables will be considered part of the friction
oefficient, and therefore, will not be addressed.

During the last 50 years, intense research efforts have been
evoted to find out the controlling parameters on fretting fatigue.

number of attempts have been made to apply global stress or
isplacement based parameters to the prediction of initiation life.
uiz et al. �5� proposed a criterion, based on the density of dissi-
ated energy multiplied by the direct stress component parallel to
he surface. Hills et al. �6� tested similar parameters on different
eometries with good results. However, the Ruiz parameter is to-
ally empirical, and deriving design lines from it is a difficult task.

More recently, stress based criteria using multiaxial fatigue ini-
iation parameters were proposed. Szolwinski and Farris �7� have
ombined the Smith–Watson–Topper approach with the critical
lane concept to successfully predict fretting fatigue experiments,
ssuming an analytically derived stress field. Neu et al. �8� have
resented a concept to predict fretting fatigue, based on fracture
echanics and equivalent crack size to characterize crack initia-

ion. A global approach was employed by Fouvry et al. �9� who
ave combined a volume averaging method with the Dang Van
riterion �10,11�, and have shown that this can give more realistic
ife predictions for cases where the stress field varies very rapidly.

The above mentioned Dang Van model combined with repre-
entative volume averaging �REV� meets the needs stated on para-
raph 1.2, and therefore, it is the selected model for a first appli-
ation to an aeroengine fretting fatigue problem.

Nevertheless, the Dang Van model is purely based on stresses,
nd from a mechanical point of view, its application is not valid
or cases in which the structure’s shakedown state is plastic.

This methodology has already been successfully applied in a

Fig. 1 Fretting-fatigue damage on blade-disk attachment
eries of industrial applications. A general review is given in Ref.
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�12�. An application to rolling contact in Ref. �13� and an appli-
cation to fretting fatigue experiments in Refs. �14–16� shall also
be highlighted in this context.

In order to apply the criterion on a structure, different steps
have to be performed.

• The first step is a complete elastoplastic analysis under cy-
clic loading. The result should asses that the structure is
macroscopically under an elastic shakedown state in all its
points. If a plastic shakedown state occurs in a series of
points, a low cycle failure should be expected, and criteria
related to the dissipated energy or the inelastic strain should
be applied. For a general overview of the passage between
the high cycle and the low cycle fatigue domains, see Ref.
�17�.

• The second step is the fatigue analysis, in which the fatigue
criterion is checked in all points of the structure.

2 Experiments
An extensive test series has been performed for both Inconel

718 �IN718� and Titanium 64 �Ti64� in self-contact.
Two types of experiments have been used: �i� push-pull experi-

ments to establish the fundamental fatigue parameters, and �ii�
fretting fatigue experiments to test the material under the relevant
loading conditions.

The fretting fatigue experiments were performed on a new test-
ing rig that was developed especially for the presented work. A
view of the fretting rig and cross section of pads and specimen are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

The contact geometry used, as depicted in Fig. 4, was the well
established flat with rounded edges on a flat configuration. The
basis of the rig is formed by a hydrodynamic low cycle fatigue
�LCF� pulser that applies a cyclic fatigue load � f�t� with an
R-ratio of 0.01 to a fatigue specimen with a rectangular cross
section of 60 mm2. The novelty is a transversal loading frame,
suspended from the top of the machine by two large flexible sheet
metal plates that ensure a symmetric application of the normal
load to the specimen.

The transversal loading is applied by a hydraulic actuator that

Fig. 2 View of the multiaxial fretting rig
presses two pads against the axial specimen from the side, ap-
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roximately centered on the specimen gage length. The pads have
een manufactured by precision grinding to a total axial length of
.5 mm, with a flat section of 2.1 mm and two 0.2 mm radii at the
dges �see Fig. 4�.

A crucial difference from existing rigs is that the pads are ad-
itionally guided by a support frame that is suspended by four
ending beams from the bottom of the main frame. These beams
re adjustable in length, allowing to influence the rig stiffness, and
hus, the slip state between pads and specimen for fixed axial and
ormal loads. By increasing the support stiffness, the pads will
xperience more resistance trying to follow the specimen elonga-
ion, and the contact characteristic will change from partial to full
lip.

Generally, the test setup is capable of applying loads of up to
00 kN in the longitudinal direction, and 25 kN in the transversal
irection. Additionally, the setup can be heated with an electric
urnace up to temperatures of 800°C.

Load cells located above and below the contact in the main load
rain allow estimation of a mean friction coefficient over the com-
lete contact area during cycling. It is well understood that this is
nly possible as long as the contact is in a full slip state, which is
sually only the case during the very first cycles of an experiment
efore a stabilization in the partial slip regime is reached. As soon

Fig. 3 Cross section of pads and specimen
Fig. 4 Finite element mesh at rig contact zone
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as the contact reaches a macroscopic stick state �either full stick or
partial slip�, the friction coefficient cannot be measured reliably.

Therefore, the test sequence is designed to monitor the elonga-
tion of the main specimen, and as soon as the measured elongation
diverts by more than 10% from the stabilized value at the begin-
ning of the test, the specimen is considered to be cracked, and a
gradual reduction of the transversal load, i.e., the contact pressure,
is initiated. Consequently, the contact turns back into full slip at
the very end of the test, just before the specimen breaks. There-
fore, the presented setup enables the user to retrieve both the
initial friction coefficient �i, as well as the final or stabilized
friction coefficient �s from each fretting fatigue experiment. This
information will later be used to set up a nonlinear friction law
�see Sec. 4.1�.

In all experiments, cracks nucleated at the periphery of the full
stick region and coalesce to form a propagating crack. There were
a few experiments on which cracks have nucleated but not propa-
gated. They were characterized by high contact pressure and low
axial load. As expected, when the stress field is not strong enough
to propagate short cracks, component failure does not take place.
These experiments were not included in the database because it
was not possible to determine the point where cracks appeared
without disturbing �stopping� the experiment.

3 Mechanical Analysis
The mechanical analysis is based on a 2D finite element model

using a commercial FEA solver �ABAQUS�. The temperature depen-
dent constitutive law of the materials is considered as elastoplas-
tic, with a nonlinear combined isotropic and kinematic work hard-
ening of the Armstrong–Frederick type. Special emphasis was put
on the definition of the friction model as described in Sec. 3.1.

A typical mesh at the contact zone is shown in Fig. 4. Four
node linear plane strain elements were used for the analysis
�CPE4I�. Mesh density was chosen to be approximately 10 �m
�average element edge length� in the region where the highest
stress gradients are expected �transition region between the flat
part and the rounded edge of the pad�.

Symmetry conditions were used, so that only half of the speci-
men and only one contact pad are modeled. Test rig compliance is
taken into account by spring elements with variable stiffness. The
support spring stiffness is varied in accordance with the value
used for the corresponding test.

3.1 Friction Model. The friction model used for the FEA was
derived from frictional measurements conducted on the biaxial
fretting rig presented in Sec. 3. For room temperature tests, usu-
ally, some initial slip was experienced, which was useful to deter-
mine the initial friction coefficient �i. For higher temperatures,
special incremental slip tests had to be performed to identify the
initial value, since no initial slip would occur under normal testing
conditions, see Ref. �6�. The stabilized value �s was usually iden-
tified by a gradual reduction of contact pressure at the end of the
test, which forces the contact back into full slip during cyclic bulk
stress loading. This so called “downslope” sequence was initiated
once a crack was suspected in the specimen, which was decided
by monitoring the specimen elongation along the test. This elon-
gation will sharply increase once a crack of sufficient size has
been initiated.

The model adopted to link both the initial and the stabilized
friction coefficient is a simplified version of the law that was first
published by Cheikh et al. �18�

� = �i + �s�1 − e−k�� �1�
The evolution law is based on the friction coefficient dependency
on the accumulated relative slip at each node in contact, e.g., at
each node, the relative displacement with the opposite body is
summed up along the cycle and for each computed cycle. As a

result, a friction law as a function of space and time is defined.
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After initial contact at �=0, the friction coefficient will increase
rom �i, based on the accumulated relative slip at each node.

The parameter k determines how fast the transition from the
nitial value to the final value will evolve. Since in the test, this
volution takes several thousands of cycles, it would be computa-
ionally too expensive to define k, based on test data.

It is proposed within this work to use k as an acceleration pa-
ameter to simulate the � evolution in a shorter number of cycles.
ractical values of k have been found to range between 0.2 and
.0.

It is well understood that this model is only capable of simulat-
ng contacts in partial slip or full slip with small sliding distances
smaller than 10% of the total contact length�.

In any gross slip situation, i.e., a wear situation, other mecha-
isms will become predominant, and the presented model will not
ield reasonable results.

Figure 5 shows the friction coefficient evolution for a Ti64-Ti64
airing for different temperatures and k=3. Figure 6 shows the
tabilized friction coefficient distribution along the contact inter-

ig. 5 Friction coefficient evolution for Ti64 at different tem-
eratures with k=3

ig. 6 Friction coefficient distribution along the contact inter-
ace for IN718 at 650°C, derived from a 2D FEA

Table 1 Summary of the range of test

Material
Tmin
�°C�

Tmax
�°C�

�
�M

Ti64 20 350 2
IN718 20 650 4
82101-4 / Vol. 132, AUGUST 2010
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face for a IN718-IN718 pairing at 650°C, obtained with the pre-
sented friction law. A summary of the range of test parameters
used for each material pairing is shown in Table 1.

From the figure, it is obvious that the friction coefficient expe-
riences a strong evolution in the partial slip zone only �left part of
the figure�, whereas it remains almost constant in the stick zone
�right part of the figure�.

4 Fatigue Analysis
The fatigue analysis is based on the application of a fatigue

criterion on the computed mechanically stabilized stress-strain
cycles. The encountered stabilized cycles were elastic or plastic
shakedown or ratcheting, but only loops corresponding to a shake-
down state can by analyzed by the criteria.

We shall now distinguish between stress based models applied
for the high cycle fatigue regime when elastic shakedown occurs
and strain based models that are applicable for the low cycle fa-
tigue regime when plastic shakedown occurred.

The results discussed in this presentation will only focus on the
stress based life prediction models. The tested high cycle fatigue
criteria under investigation were Sines �11,19,20�, Crossland, and
the Dang Van criterion �10,21,22�.

After a thorough comparison of predictive capabilities of the
models mentioned above, the Dang Van criterion was chosen for
an in-depth investigation, and thus, the presented results were pro-
duced with the Dang Van model.

The Dang Van model is based on a two-scale approach, passing
the macroscopic load at the grain level, and assuming that for an
infinite lifetime, elastic shakedown should occur at both the mac-
roscopic and the mesoscopic scales.

It is expressed as an inequality, relating the mesoscopic shear
and hydrostatic stress on slip planes at all instants of the cycle so
that damage loading can be precisely characterized. The usual
form of the criterion is

Max _ �t,n���t� + a�H�t� � b �2�

where ��t� and �H�t� are the instantaneous mesoscopic shear
stress and hydrostatic stress, respectively, and a and b are the
material constants to be determined by two different classical fa-
tigue tests �for example, reversed traction and torsion�. The Papa-
dopoulos criterion will replace the maximal resolved shear over
all normals with the smallest radius of a hypersphere encompass-
ing the mesoscopic stress path. Both criteria give similar results in
terms of lifetime predictions, but the Papadopoulos criterion is
faster to compute numerically.

If the inequality is satisfied for both criteria, the corresponding
material volume is subject to an infinite lifetime under the pre-
scribed loading. If not, a crack will initiate, and the structure will
fail after a number of cycles, which is proportional to the extent
by which the criterion was overrun.

In the present work, we have extended the Dang Van criterion
from the prediction of the infinite lifetime to the finite lifetime
domain. This has been obtained by assuming that the material
coefficients are determined for a given lifetime so that actually
a=a�N� and b=b�N�. In order to extract the value of the respec-
tive contact, we have used a logarithmical interpolation technique,
based on the Woehler curve, which is the characteristic of the
material in question that interpolates between the life lines defined
for a constant number of cycles in p, �-space �see Fig. 7�.

ameters used for each material pairing

� f ,max
�MPa�

pmin
�MPa�

pmax
�MPa�

600 300 500
750 300 750
par

f ,min
Pa�

00
00
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The constants a and b of the Dang Van criterion can be ob-
ained from uniaxial fatigue data using two fatigue data sets tested
t different R-ratios

a =
3

4� fR1 − fR2

fR1

1 − R1
−

fR2

1 − R2
� �3�

b =
fR2

2
+

fR2

2�1 − R2�� fR2 − fR1

fR1

1 − R1
−

fR2

1 − R2
� �4�

here R1, R2 and fR1, fR2 are the corresponding R-ratios and
atigue limits for the two data sets.

4.1 Lifetime Prediction Results. The method presented in
ec. 5.2 has been applied to the experimental results from the
retting fatigue rig.

As the life prediction model is intended for crack initiation, and
he experimental results represent full life, crack initiation and
ropagation is necessary to differentiate the number of cycles cor-
esponding to each domain. For some experiments, a load drop
as observed once a crack has reached an engineering size, there-

ore allowing regime differentiation. Whenever a load drop was
ot evident, a linear elastic crack propagation calculation, assum-
ng an engineering crack size as initiation, was performed to esti-

ate the crack propagation life. Finally, crack propagation cycles
re subtracted from the total component life to estimate the crack
nitiation life.

By looking at Fig. 8, it is possible to note that spatial localiza-
ion of the critical point, according to the Dang Van �DV� crite-
ion, corresponded precisely with the points of crack initiation,
hich is at the end of the full stick region at the lower contact

dge.
However, the predicted lifetime showed a conservative ten-

ency, i.e., the estimated life was much lower than the one ob-
ained from the fretting tests. This could have been expected as
he stress and strain gradients are very high at the end of the pad,
nd it is well known that a high stress gradient will affect the
rediction as it is in the case with notched specimens �23�. In
rder to eliminate this effect, an averaging technique was estab-
ished, which is explained in detail in Sec. 5.4.

4.2 Stress Gradients Effects—REV. There are three well
nown techniques to correct fatigue predictions with respect to
otch or stress gradient effects: �a� averaging of stresses in a rep-
esentative volume, �b� computing the lifetime from stresses com-
uted at a distance from the critical spot, and �c� amending the

Fig. 7 Interpolation technique for Dang Van
atigue prediction.
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The procedure proposed here is a variant of the averaging of the
fatigue criterion, and falls into category �c�. It collects all nodal
mesoscopic Dang Van loading paths �� ,�H� in a certain represen-
tative element volume �REV�, and averages the loading paths of
all the nodes in the volume for each time instant. The averaging
was conducted over a cube with a length scale of 80 �m, which
is large with respect to the 5 �m size of the microstructure, but
correlates well with the scale taken into account in literature for
similar problems �9�. The 80 �m representative element volume
edge length was determined by applying the Dang Van criterion to
fatigue data of uniaxially loaded notched specimens with different
notch factors �Kt=2.1 to 4.0�. It was observed that evaluating the
Dang Van criterion at the most critical location would only yield
too conservative life prediction results. The representative volume
element was then adjusted until the best match between the tested
lifetime and prediction was achieved for both notch factors.

The averaging procedure was implemented directly in an open
source postprocessing tool �24�.

The difference in the prediction, with and without applying the
representative volume element technique, can be seen in Fig. 9 for
the mesoscopic loading path, and in Figs. 10 and 11 in comparison
of predicted and experimental lifetimes for IN718 at room tem-
perature. The figures show that the postprocessing with a REV

Fig. 8 Failure location in test compared with FEA damage
distribution

Fig. 9 Representative volume technique in a Dang Van

diagram—critical and averaged loading paths

AUGUST 2010, Vol. 132 / 082101-5
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ields less conservative results than the results without a REV.
By looking at the mismatch of the prediction in a logscale on a

istogram, it can be noted that by employing the REV, the distri-
ution of the prediction changes from a rather broad curve on the
onservative side to a rather well centered normal distribution �see
igs. 12 and 13 for comparison�. The standard deviation is re-
uced from 0.32 without a REV to 0.25 by employing the REV
echnique.

Fig. 10 Dang Van real versus estimate
Fig. 11 Dang Van real versus estimated

82101-6 / Vol. 132, AUGUST 2010
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Let us now consider the physical background for this proce-
dure. Previous studies have shown that for notched specimens
where high stress gradients govern the fatigue behavior in the
notch root, the REV technique also improves the prediction �23�.

A similar effect can be seen with fretting experiments as high
stress gradients are present at the edges of contact due to the
contact geometry chosen �flat with rounded edges�.

fe plots of Inconel—20°C without REV
life plots of Inconel—20°C with REV

Transactions of the ASME
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Averaging the DV criticality in a volume, comparable to the
aterial grain size, basically determines the grain criticality,
hich is thus the determining factor for initiating a crack.

Engine Test Case
To verify the developed lifing criterion on a real application, an

ngine test case was selected. The example is a high pressure
ompressor blade presented in Fig. 14.

The blade under investigation showed early cracking due to
retting fatigue in the titanium blade root during development test
uns after less than 4000 cycles. In later development stages, coat-
ngs were developed to overcome this shortfall but we will use
his example to test the accuracy of our lifing procedure.

One blade and the corresponding disk segment are modeled
ith TET10 Elements �Blade� and HEX20-Elements �disk� in
BAQUS �see Fig. 14�. Centrifugal and gas loads are applied on the

Fig. 12 Histogram of the Dang Van predicti

ig. 13 Histogram of the Dang Van prediction for IN718 at

oom temperature with REV
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structure to simulate the correct loading state of the blade and
contact surfaces.

Twenty loading cycles from zero to the redline speed are simu-
lated until a stabilized material response is obtained. Furthermore,
both the combined hardening models, as well as the variable fric-
tion law �see Sec. 4.1�, have been employed for this simulation.

As the structure stabilizes in an elastic shakedown state, the
fatigue estimation technique presented in Sec. 5.4 is employed to
estimate the failure location, and predict the number of cycles to
failure.

for IN718 at room temperature without REV
on
Fig. 14 3D FE mesh on blade root

AUGUST 2010, Vol. 132 / 082101-7
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In Fig. 15 a graphical representation of the friction coefficient
n the pressure and suction side of the blade root is given. It can
e clearly seen that the friction distribution reaches different mean
alues on the two sides, and does not evolve evenly along the
ircumferential length of the contact surface.

The failure location found as a result of the FEA analysis with
ubsequent Dang Van life prediction corresponds very well with
he damage location observed during development test runs. A
irect comparison is shown in Fig. 16, where the white lines on
he left picture indicate the locations where cracks could be de-
ected after inspection on development test runs.

Figure 17 shows the corresponding critical Dang Van REV
oading path for the most critical location.

From Fig. 17, it is obvious that the critical loading path is
xceeding the 104 constant life line by far. No interpolation is
ossible for this case since a 103 constant life cannot be estab-
ished in the Dang Van diagram due to large plastic deformations
nherent to the 103 cycles plain fatigue data. Nevertheless, the
ang Van estimation yields significantly less than 104 cycles for

his case. Compared with the �4000 cycles in the test, this is
udged to be a rather good match.

Conclusions
In the present investigation, an extensive number of fretting

atigue tests on a specially devised biaxial test rig were carried out
or Ti64 and IN718 in self-contact with flat rounded edges contact
onfiguration.

ig. 15 Friction coefficient distribution on blade contact
urfaces
Fig. 16 Damage location as observed in engine tests co
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1. All tests conditions were reproduced with a two-dimensional
plane strain finite element model, and the corresponding
stress and strain conditions were calculated until a stabilized
material response was reached.

2. From the friction coefficient measurements of the rig, a non-
linear friction model was developed and calibrated against
the measured force-displacement loops using the finite ele-
ment model of the rig assembly.

3. Based on the test rig results, the predictive accuracy of sev-
eral multiaxial stress based lifing models was tested. The
Dang Van life model has proven to yield the most accurate
results.

4. The Dang Van method was extended from a pass-no-pass
criterion to a quantitative method by introducing an interpo-
lation technique between the lines of constant life.

5. Due to the high stress gradients occurring at the edges of
contact, evaluating the Dang Van criterion, solely on the
most critical node, has proven to yield too conservative re-
sults

6. To overcome the conservative tendency, the so called REV
technique was employed. This technique averages the meso-
scopic Dang Van loading paths within a certain volume at
each time instant.

Fig. 17 Averaged Dang Van loading path „REV… for critical lo-
cation on blade contact surface
mpared with Dang Van damage distribution from FEA
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7. The size of the REV was calibrated by evaluating the Dang
Van criterion on uniaxially loaded notched specimens with
different notch factors.

8. Using the REV technique in the life prediction has yielded
very good results in predicting the life expectancy of the
fretting rig test cases

9. It was shown that the variable friction law can be extended
to three-dimensional cases and real industrial applications

10. It was shown that the Dang Van method, together with the
REV technique, can be successfully employed to predict
life on highly loaded contact surfaces in real turbo machin-
ery applications.
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omenclature
a, b � material constants of the Dang Van criterion

�i � initial friction coefficient
�s � stabilized friction coefficient

k � stabilization coefficient of the friction law
� � accumulated relative slip at each node

Tmin � minimum test temperature
Tmax � maximum test temperature

� f ,min � minimum test fatigue load
� f ,max � maximum test fatigue load

pmin � minimum test contact pressure
pmax � maximum test contact pressure
��t� � mesoscopic critical plane shear stress

�h�t� � mesoscopic hydrostatic stress
R1, R2 � R-ratios 1 and 2

fR1, fR2 � fatigue limits for R-ratios 1 and 2
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